
United States Department of the Interior

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE
Kansas Ecological Services Field Office

2609 Anderson Avenue
Manhattan, Kansas 66502

December 21, 2007

Chief, Rulemaking, Directives and Editing Branch -7 a T-
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission AM
Mail Stop T6-D59
Washington, DC 20555-0001
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RE: DSEIS Wolf Creek FWS Tracking # 2007-B-0831 & 0836, 2008-B-0008

Dear Sirs/Madame:

We have reviewed the Draft Supplemental Generic Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) for
License Renewal of Nuclear Plants, Supplement 32, Regarding Wolf Creek Generating Station, Unit 1
and the Biological Assessment (BA) included as Appendix E. The following comments are provided
by the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service (Service) for your consideration.

Endangered Species Act Comments

On October 16, 2007, the Service received a letter dated September 20, 2007, from the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission requesting comments on a Biological Assessment (BA) of the Potential
Impacts to Threatened and Endangered Species Resulting from an Additional 20 Years of Operation
of the Wolf Creek Generating Station, Unit 1, Nuclear Power Plant, located in Coffey County, Kansas.
The BA determined that the proposed action would not likely adversely affect Mead's milkweed.
Likewise, during periods with no water use conflicts, the proposed action would not likely adversely
affect the Neosho madtom. However, when water use conflicts exist during low-flow or drought
condition in the Neosho River, continued operation of Wolf Creek may adversely affect the Neosho
madtom. The September 20 letter requested Service concurrence with these conclusions.

,After reviewing the BA, the Service concurs with your conclusion that the project is not likely to adversely
affect Mead's milkweed. We also concur that the project may adversely affect the Neosho madtom during
low-flow or drought conditions. However, we believe it would be beneficial for the Service and the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission to remain in informal consultation regarding the madtom, so that additional
information and data can be developed to: 1) determine if formal consultation is needed, and 2) provide the
best scientific and commercial data available for development of a Biological Opinion by the Service if formal
consultation is warranted.

We believe measures may be employed to offset some of the impacts this project could have on
Neosho madtom habitats during low-flow and drought conditions, and would like to discuss these further with
you and Wolf Creek personnel. If it is later determined that formal consultation is necessary, there will be
sufficient time to complete the consultation within your required timeframe.

To aid our discussions and evaluation of potential measures to avoid or minimize adverse effects to Neosho
madtom, we request further analyses of how make-up water withdrawal affects seasonal stream flows and
habitat in the Neosho River. We are unaware of any recently collected data which characterizes the
relationship between instream flows and habitat conditions such as depth and velocity at gravel bars used by
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Neosho madtoms. For that reason, we believe an evaluation of how seasonal withdrawals affect flows and
stage at stream gages downstream of the make-up water withdrawal point is likely the best information we can
rely on at this point to determine adverse effects, if any. There are five existing United States Geological
Survey stream gages within the reach of the Neosho River occupied by Neosho madtoms. These gages occur
at Burlington, Iola, and Parsons, Kansas, and at Commerce and Miami, Oklahoma. Use of stage data at gages
unaffected by low-head dam backwater effects is preferred, if possible.

Flow and stage changes at these gages with project withdrawals should be compared to a hydrological
baseline that captures all present and likely future water depletions within the Neosho River Basin
through the 20-year term of the license. Demand for water in the Neosho Basin is projected to exceed
supply by 2012. The Kansas Water Office, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, or other entities may have
relevant data regarding present and likely future depletions in the basin. In addition to an evaluation of
how existing makeup water withdrawal operations affect downstream flows and stages during drought
or low flow conditions, it would be helpful to examine stage-change effects that would occur if
withdrawals were scheduled during high-flow events or periods of normal flows rather than being based
on the elevation of the cooling water lake,

General Comments

The Service is also concerned with potential exposure of migratory birds found at Wolf Creek to
tritium, and its effects on reproduction/survival in these species., A pair of bald eagles have nested at
Wolf Creek for many years, and successfully fledged offspring from 1994-99. However nesting
attempts since then have failed to produce young. Recently, the female eagle was killed by a car and
was sent for lab analysis. This analysis found tritium in the bird's muscle tissue.

-if sufficient data exists in the literature to conduct an ecological risk assessment of tritium's effects on
reproduction/survival of piscivorous birds, waterfowl and other water birds that use the cooling lake
and other power plant habitats, the results of this assessment should be presented in the DSEIS. If
results show that there is a risk of exposure to tritium at levels that have effects on
reproduction/survival, a discussion of how those effects may be avoided or mitigated should be
included in the DSEIS as well.

Thank you for the close coordination you have provided to date on the proposed license renewal.
Please contact me (785-539-3474, ext. 105) or Michele McNulty of my staff at 785-539-3474, ext.
106 at your earliest convenience if you have any questions concerning these comments, and to discuss
how best to proceed to meet our mutual Endangered Species Act Section 7 consultation obligations forthe Neosho madtom.

Sincerely, /4
Michael J. LeValley
Field Supervisor

cc: KDWP, Pratt, KS (Environmental Services)
Dave Carlson, R6, RO, (ES)
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